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Clausal coordinate ellipsis (CCE) refers to the phenomenon where at least one constituent is miss-
ing in coordinated sentences. To reconstruct the fully formed syntactic structure of each conjunct, the
missing constituents must be identified in the other conjuncts, or “borrowed” in a figurative sense. What
makes this reconstruction so difficult? Both directions in the reconstruction process can occur. More-
over, several CCE phenomena can be active at the same time [1]. In example (1), elisions in both
constituents occur. Borrowed elements are put in brackets, subscripts refer to the CCE phenomenon at
the word (b=backward conjunction reduction; g=(sub)gapping). The task of automatically reconstructing
sentences with CCE is highly challenging even with the current state-of-the-art techniques. As a result,
an important research question arises: to what extent is it possible to accurately reconstruct clausal
coordinate ellipsis using solely syntactic information? The study employs an empirical corpus-based
approach to explore the accuracy levels and limitations of syntactic reconstruction of CCE in German.

(1) Faule Kredite sollen abgeschrieben [werden]b,
Bad loans should written_off be,
insolvente Banken [sollen]g nicht länger staatlich gestützt werden.
insolvent banks should not longer by_the_state supported be.
‘Bad loans should be written off, insolvent banks should no longer be supported by the state.’

[TüBa-D/Z]

In Natural Language Generation, coordinative ellipses are not supposed to result from the application
of declarative grammar rules for clause formation [2] but from a procedural component that interacts with
the sentence generator and may block the overt expression of certain constituents (cf. [3]). We want to
use the very same approach of syntactic replacement rules for parsing results.

Previous research [4, 5] has demonstrated that the accurate reconstruction of clausal coordinate
ellipsis (CCE) in German is feasible. As a prerequisite, we first align sentences with and without CCE
to be able to measure accuracy. For written German, TüBa-D/Z [6] provides rich encodings along with
syntactic features for coordinated clauses. We use 82,243 sentences at the beginning of the corpus for
training a probabilistic parsing model. The last 5,000 sentences are reserved for testing purposes. In
the test dataset, we identified 1,804 coordinations. Sentences identified as CCE were manually aligned
with all variants of reconstructed sentences, and the type of ellipsis was assigned as a subscript.

The steps of our CCE generator are demonstrated in Figure 1. Initially, we deploy a PCFG-parser
to generate all constituency structures. However, the resulting chart data structure only serves the pur-
pose of determining the scope of clausal coordination. This first step is called “CCE analysis”. Within the
scope of identified coordination, “Hypothesis generation” implements the search for specific candidates
of constituents in all conjuncts. Generated hypotheses are added at appropriate places in the parsing
chart – marked with an empty input-consumption span. Parallel empty input-consumption span con-
structions represent competing hypotheses. In contrast to regular parse forest generation, empty-span
elements are systematically considered when rules are applied during the “Hypothesis testing” phase.
This has two main advantages. First, the chart data structure initially produced during “CCE analysis”
is reused here, with generated empty-span elements added to the corresponding positions in the chart.
The parser can “make decisions” about rejecting or accepting hypotheses based on its parsing model.
In example (1), the original sentence is supplemented with the two constituents in polynomial time.

The evaluation of the reconstructed sentences, using the syntactic information from the treebank
combined with the functional set of CCE rules, achieves a BLEU score of 0.928 on the aligned corpus,
cf. [7]. Our findings indicate that further research on CCE could result in additional advancements across
a wide range of natural language processing tasks.



Step 1: CCE analysis

Step 2: Hypothesis generation

Step 3: Hypothesis testing

… should     be    shattered  and    markets   splitInput:

… should be shattered and markets [should]g [be]g splitOutput:

Parser

Figure 1: Our CCE generator combines chart-based constituency parsing with functional analysis of
syntax trees. The chart data structure can be reused during the recognition step.
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